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Abstract: Patterns are a central tool in legal design. They are conceptual schemes or entities describing
solutions to a recurring legal problem, helping to make contracts, disclosures and policies
accessible to users and easier to prepare. In this paper, we take stock of existing legal design
patterns and pattern libraries and present the idea of a legal design pattern language intended
to lead to documenting and sharing good practices across disciplines and to more actionable
pattern libraries.

1. Introduction
Design patterns are re-usable forms of a solution to a commonly occurring problem [H/P forth-
coming]. The original idea of patterns stems from A [1977], who collected re-usable architecture
and design solutions for other architects. From the «physical» world, the idea was later applied to digital archi-
tectures and gained widespread acceptance with G et al. [1995]. Since then, design patterns have been
extensively used in various fields, i.e. computer science, interface design, information systems, biology, etc.
Patterns offer the benefits to: 1) identify best practices and set standards on efficient solutions for a given prob-
lem; 2) expunge the «Babel» of technical languages, by providing a problem-based syntax to people working
in different domains [H/H 2016].
Not surprisingly, design patterns have assumed a crucial role in legal design as well. Legal design is an
interdisciplinary approach that applies human-centered design to prevent or solve legal problems. By providing
concrete, replicable, systematized, and extensible solutions, patterns can support the concrete implementation
of abstract legal principles and make their rationale effective in the real word [D, R/H,
H/H, M/P, M/P, S/R, A, 2018]. Over the last
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few years, several legal design patterns have emerged from practice – however, they have not met widespread
adoption. One possible explanation is the lack of standardisation of legal design patterns, which are scattered
among heterogeneous sources and libraries. As a consequence, it is often difficult to identify the right pattern,
retrieve it and apply it to one’s case at hand.
To overcome this problem, based on our previous research on contract design patterns [H/H 2016]
and privacy design patterns [H et al. 2018], in this paper we propose a legal design patterns language,
i.e. a system of rules for the expression of patterns in a structured way. The goal is to create coherence
across the different solutions and resources, by improving their usability through examples and contextual
explanations. Patterns can be used to solve a variety of different legal issues (e.g. prototyping for policy, im-
plementing the principles of data protection by design and data protection by default, etc.). As a lab for testing
our «prototype» of pattern language, in this preliminary contribution we will take as a case study information
design patterns, i.e. patterns that aim to improve the communication and understanding of legal information.
From a legal theory point of view, such patterns support the implementation of the principle of transparency.
The latter is the backbone of European consumer and data protection law: pre-contractual information and
privacy notices must be provided to consumers and data subjects in an intelligible way, meaning that the re-
cipient of the communication must be able to find, read and understand the information without legal advice
[M/R/R 2009]. Such patterns can also be usefully adopted in other contexts, for example in
business-to-business contracts to minimize the risk of misunderstandings and controversies.
To this end, in Section 2 we seek coherence among different legal design patterns to solve information design
issues in two different domains, namely contracts and data protection. In Section 3 we propose a patterns
syntax, i.e. a structure that accommodates the most relevant elements to describe the patterns. In Section 4,
we provide a brief literature overview about existing hurdles to effective privacy communication, while in
Section 5 we describe design patterns that can offer solutions to such hurdles. Finally, in Section 6, future
research steps are laid down.

2. Achieving Coherence across Contract Design and Privacy Design Pattern
Libraries

Many of the communication problems are similar in different contexts, and so are the solutions. Our analysis
indicates that while some patterns are context-specific, many are universal. Some patterns work in an online
environment (e.g. layering by hyperlinking or chat bots), while others work both online and offline (e.g.
layering, Q&A headings, various visual pattern categories). The challenges of those people preparing Terms of
Service or other consumer-facing terms are very similar to the challenges faced by the people preparing privacy
policies: the audience consists of individuals who are most often reluctant to read and seldom have a chance to
negotiate. The challenges of those preparing Data Processing Agreements between processors and controllers,
again, are to some extent similar, but in other respects, they resemble those encountered by commercial contract
drafters. The regulatory environment may require some mandatory provisions to be included, but (apart from
the DPA space and some others), in commercial contracting, the freedom of contract prevails, and the parties
can «make their own law» through their contract.
In commercial contracting, the problems of template writers are different from those drafting bespoke con-
tracts. In the latter context, the challenges are often about the parties’ roles and responsibilities, aligning
expectations, making the scope and goals clear, and other deal-specific issues, rather than purely legal issues.
The latter might include dealing with the choice of law and dispute resolution mechanisms or default rules,
basic assumptions that will apply unless expressly excluded. Related to these, patterns that help solve complex
communication challenges will help. The key challenges in commercial contracting relate to the number of
people involved in preparing, making, implementing and monitoring the contracts and the multitude of the
parties obligations.
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The contexts in which different patterns work vary, and so do their audiences. To be useful, patterns should
be written with their intended audience in mind. Contracts and related design patterns, for example, are not
about legal information alone, and they should take into account the different professions that may be involved
in preparing the contract documents. We could call them drafters, crafters or designers, but call them writers
here. Readers’ (or non-readers’) problems are at the same time also writers’ problems. When responding to
the problems of the former, the patterns at the same time respond to the problems of the latter. Design-minded
writers seek to make life easier for the users of their work products. In commercial contracting, the writer
may be a lawyer or a contracts or commercial professional, the contract users are often business managers and
negotiators who do not have a law degree: approvers, operational or delivery team members, accountants, and
so on – busy and business-savvy people, only occasionally a regulator or a judge.

3. Coherence on the Internal Structure of the Legal Design Patterns
Design patterns are valuable resources for practitioners and researchers only if their description is thorough,
but also generic enough that they can be implemented in multiple ways. Although many different formats to
describe a certain pattern exist, a classical pattern structure describes solutions to problems in a specific context
alongside with the expected (positive and negative) consequences of the implementation of such solutions
[M/D 1997]. In this light, patterns are defined as «useful techniques in terms of the functional
problem they aim to solve» [W et al. 2016, p. 20]. Goals correspond to the manner how the pattern
intends to solve the problem on a general level. To facilitate the adoption of the patterns, concrete examples
of pattern use and summarizing overviews may also be provided. In our case study, each pattern has a name
and presents the following structure:

1. Summary: this element defines the pattern.
2. Problem: this element lists the existing problem(s) that the pattern aims to solve.
3. Solution: this element describes how the pattern can solve the problem.
4. Goals: this element lists the goal(s) the pattern intends to achieve, in response to the problem(s).
5. Constraints and consequences: these elements describe restrictions, conditions and expected out-

comes for the implementation of the pattern.
6. Examples: this element lists a few well-implemented occurrences of the pattern.

For example, the syntax of the pattern named «example text» in the context of privacy communication reads
as follows:

1. Summary: Provide an understandable example to clarify legal-technical terms or to make abstract con-
cepts more tangible.

2. Problem: Language complexity; lack of tailoring to the intended audience; vagueness of terms; lack of
familiarity.

3. Solution: Illustrative examples help users to transform abstract or unfamiliar legal information into
more concrete experiences, that they might have lived or that they can easily imagine. They also provide
practical instances of general categories and can be tailored to the intended audience of a certain service.

4. Goals: Offer information in an intelligible manner; offer meaningful information to the specific user;
explain in exact terms what abstract or complex notions mean in practice; make the user more knowl-
edgeable (e.g. about data practices)

5. Constraints and consequences: The choice of examples must be relevant to the intended audience.
Socio-demographics characteristics of the service’s users (e.g. age) or the context (e.g. the type of
service provided) can be leveraged, while the example’s efficacy should be tested with the intended
audience itself. Naming one example of a class must not hide other practices (i.e. framing effect): for
instance, it is unfair to exclusively mention privacy-friendly privacy practices, while omitting the risky
ones
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6. Examples: «The personal data and any information you provide us with [...] will be used, among other
purposes, to: [...] send transactional email, e.g. send you an email when you have successfully earned
a Course Certificate with a copy of your Certificate».1

4. Common Hurdles to Effective Legal Communication
Given the fact that hurdles to effective communication of pre-contractual and privacy notices have been ex-
tensively documented in the literature and considered the drive to innovation promoted by the GDPR’s trans-
parency obligation, we plan on expanding the current Privacy Design Pattern library2 [H et al. 2018]
alongside a compilation of the hurdles to effective legal communication identified in previous research, with
the aim of providing workable solutions for legal professionals. Among the hurdles, we have identified the
following:

Illegibility due to small print: Small font size and lack of sufficient line spacing discourage or weary readers
See Belgian Commission on Unfair Terms, 2015; Article 29 WP 2018.

Language complexity: The language of legal communication can be highly technical and complex. Therefore,
it is difficult for the recipient to understand it without a legal advice. See F et al. 2017; J/P
2004; O/O-H 2018; R et al. 2009.

Vagueness of terms: The language of legal communication is open to multiple interpretation, due to an exten-
sive use of vague terms such as «might», «may», «reasonable effort», that can leave the reader puzzled about
their intended meaning. See P, 2005; R et al., 2016.

Wall of text: Legal documents can be displayed as impenetrable texts, small-print, without any information
architecture (e.g. paragraphs, headlines, attention to size fonts), thus hindering navigation and information-
finding. See H et al. 2018; EDPS 2015; P 2015.

Excessive length: The text of legal documents is usually very long and causes information overload. See
C 2011; F et al. 2017; O/O-H 2018.

Lack of audience-tailoring: Much legal communication is standardized and not designed with the intended
audience in mind. See Article 29 WP 2018; H et al. 2018; R et al. 2009.

Wrong timing: Privacy notices and contractual information are mostly presented at the time of registration
to a service or of data collection. This causes hindrance to the primary task carried out by the individual or
impossibility to inform her actions (e.g. decisions about her privacy settings) because too distant in time. See
O/O-H 2018; S et al. 2015.

Lack of familiarity: Individuals lack necessary experience and knowledge to understand, assess and use legal
information. See B-S/S 2011; S 2013.

Inaccessibility for visually impaired users: in some cases, the format in which the legal information is
incorporated is not accessible to screen reader software. See H, 2013.

1 Original example from the Interaction Design Foundation’s privacy policy https://www.interaction-
design.org/about/privacy?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=letter2018-05-24&utm_campaign=all
(Accessed on June 29, 2018).

2 http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/legal-design-pattern-libraries/privacy-design-pattern-library/; for the Con-
tract Design Pattern Library, see http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/legal-design-pattern-libraries/contracts/
and Know Your Rights Pattern Library http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/kyr/#1.

https://www.interaction-design.org/about/privacy?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=letter2018-05-24&utm_campaign=all
https://www.interaction-design.org/about/privacy?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=letter2018-05-24&utm_campaign=all
http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/legal-design-pattern-libraries/privacy-design-pattern-library/
http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/legal-design-pattern-libraries/contracts/
http://www.legaltechdesign.com/communication-design/kyr/%231
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Scattered information: Information concerning different legal aspects about the use of the same service is
scattered around a variety of legal documents (i.e. privacy policies, terms and conditions, licenses, etc.),
making it hard for the user to find the specific provisions applicable to her case. See N  D 2016.

Habituation to helplessness: Users are used to be presented with an onslaught of notices that they cannot
manage individually. Thus, they might experience up-front discouragement that hinders their desire to engage
with the reading.

Difficult comparability: There is no standard manner to present information across legal documents of dif-
ferent services e.g. different privacy policies. See MD & C 2008; K et al. 2009.

As a result of the combination of these obstacles, individuals dot not fully comprehend – or disregard in
toto – legal information contained in privacy policies, terms and conditions, end user agreements and similar
legal documents. However, we argue that the non-readership problem [B-S/S 2011] can be
solved, at least partially, with the help of legal design patterns or of a combination of patterns.

5. An Expanded Collection of Legal Design Patterns
Wehave surveyed existing design patterns existing onwebsites andmapped them to the problems and solutions
described in the previous section, not necessarily in a one-to-one correspondence (see Table 1). Rather, the
solution to a problem can be attained by more than one pattern or by a combination of them. Our collection
for addressing the obstacles in the reading and understanding of the contractual quagmire is composed of 17
design patterns. A short summary thereof is provided in the following:

Plain language: Use clear and intelligible language that make the information easily comprehensible to any-
one, especially laypeople [Article 29 WP 2018].

Legible font: use legible font in terms of size, style and weight, highlight in bold key passages and headings
[H 2013; H 2005; S 2011].

Example text: Provide an understandable example to clarify legal-technical terms or tomake abstract concepts
more tangible [W et al. 2016].

Child-friendly language: Design a child-tailored legal document if you offer services to under-aged users
[Article 29 WP 2018].

Structured layout: Organize the document in a consistent layout, where each topic is covered in a specific,
labelled section [Article 29 WP 2018].

Table of contents: Place a navigable menu at the beginning of the page, where each item offers quick navi-
gation to the corresponding section in the privacy policy or other artefact.

Multi-layered notices: The information is distributed on different layers, where the first layer provides an
overview of the document, while more details are contained in the additional layers, that can also be explored
at request [Article 29 WP 2018; H 2013; Article 29 WP 2004].

Table and graphs: structure complex and long information in tables or graphs [H 2013].

Estimation of the reading time: display of the expected duration of the reading time of the document
[E et al. 2016].

Progress mechanism: Display a mechanism showing the progress of the user through the various sections of
the legal terms.
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User journey flowchart: Identify the user’s key moments of interaction with the service and provide relevant
and contextual information when the user needs it [Ofcom 2013; S/H 2015].

Companion icons: Icons accompany the legal terms and visually suggest where a specific piece of information
in the long text can be found [Article 12.7, GDPR; R, forthcoming; H/P, forthcoming].

Video-tutorial: The main points of the document are communicated through a video.

Multimodality: Legal information is conveyed through multiple channels, e.g. auditory (a video) and visual
(written terms).

Gamified experience: Present the legal terms in a gamified environment.

FAQs: Provide easy-to-consult simplified explanation about the most frequently asked questions or about the
most relevant topics of the document.

Question-answering chatbot: Exploration of the legal document in a personalized and interactiveway through
a conversation with a chatbot.

It must be noted that some of the proposed design patterns have not been implemented extensively in actual
use or they have not undergone rigorous evaluation. The proposed classification can be therefore subject
to change, as more evidence on the actual use and efficacy of the patterns is gathered. Only in-use design
patterns have been surveyed, while we encourage practitioners and academics to provide their own research
and attempts to enrich the collection with innovative solutions to the documented problems or to adopt and
experiment the patterns more extensively. Moreover, only those patterns that can be implemented by the writer
of the communication have been presented, whereas in the future we will also survey third party solutions such
as rating systems [N L D 2016; D 2018], dashboards, peer-to-peer platforms, and AI-powered
visual summaries.
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Table 1 showing the problem(s) that each pattern can potentially solve. Based on Rossi, forthcoming

6. Future Work to Improve the Navigation through Classification Labels
A major shortcoming of the existing privacy design pattern libraries is the lack of categorization of the pat-
terns. The provision of classification labels to each pattern allows for user-friendly navigation of the pattern
library and facilitates the user’s search and retrieval, which should ultimately also stimulate discovery andmore
widespread adoption of the patterns. Our analysis has identified several dimensions of categorization. Most
importantly, navigation by problem(s) and by solution(s) must be ensured, given the definition of a pattern as
a useful technique in terms of the functional problem it aims to solve (see Section 3). Modality concerns the
manner how the information is provided [S et al. 2015] and, in addition to text-based, it can be visual,
auditory, or machine-readable. The hereby described classification also adds a fourth dimension, the inter-
active one, if some kind of human-machine interaction is required (e.g. with the chatbot), and distinguishes
between (mainly) verbal (e.g. transparent language) and (mainly) non-verbal (e.g. icons) inside of the visual
category. Lastly, the library can be navigable also through tags, free-text search, or the legal reference, for
example if the approach is suggested in an EU directive or regulation or in opinions or guidelines issued by
official bodies (e.g. European Data Protection Board, Supervisory Authorities, etc.). This also allows to dis-
tinguish patterns that are more suitable for the privacy domain from those that are more appropriate in other
contexts. Such classification and navigation mechanism will be implemented and tested in the future steps of
our research. It will also be investigated if it is possible to organize the design patterns in a taxonomy that
distributes them hierarchically.

7. Conclusion
This paper has expanded and attempted to harmonize coherently our previous work on contract design pat-
terns and privacy design patterns, with particular attention to legal information design, i.e., patterns that aim
to improve the communication and comprehension of legal information. We have focused on online legal in-
formation that users of digital services encounter on a daily basis, such as privacy and contractual information
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(i.e. privacy policies, terms and conditions, etc.). Based on a review of the literature on the current shortcom-
ings, we have proposed a list of commonly occurring hurdles to effective legal communication. We have then
examined in-use design patterns that can offer a solution to such hurdles. Their effectiveness must be carefully
gauged, since innovation in the design of legal communication is still in its infancy. Lastly, we have proposed
some classification labels that aim at improving the navigation of existing design pattern libraries. These,
taken together, can pave the way to a legal design pattern language and to more actionable pattern libraries,
leading to documenting and sharing good legal information design practices across disciplines.
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